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Keeping Up with the Changing Travel Industry 
The hospitality industry is changing fast. New 
lodging options like Airbnb are disrupting the 
hotel landscape, and the growing surge of 
millennial travelers is changing what guests 
look for when they check into a hotel.

It’s easy to watch these changes take hold; 
it’s much harder to quantify them and 
understand their cascading impact. How 

does today’s traveler decide where to stay? 
What are the most desirable amenities for 
different demographics? Which brands 
are doing the best job of controlling the 
conversation?

In our new report, we set out to answer 
these questions (and more) using social data. 
Social networks have become the go-to place 

for travelers to discuss their travel plans, 
compare experiences and hunt for good 
deals. Hidden within these millions of social 
posts are trends and patterns about the past, 
present and future of the hospitality industry 
— insights that hospitality brands can use to 
plan their strategy and separate themselves 
from the competition.

Crimson Hexagon analyzed these 
posts so you don’t have to. The 
report is broken into 3 main sections:

   Hospitality Industry Overview

   Competitive Analysis of Top Brands

   Breakdown of Hotel Styles
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In this section, we zoom out to look at the hospitality 
industry as a whole and answer questions like:

• What is the most important hotel factor for travelers?
•	How	do	men	and	women	think	differently	about	travel?
•	How	have	mergers	affected	the	industry?

It’s not just that hotels have changed drastically over the decades (although they have), but also that travelers have themselves changed. The 
way they plan, experience and evaluate travel experiences has transformed in recent years.

Because of this, it can be hard to keep a finger on the pulse of the industry. Which brands are dominating the conversation? What amenities 
are becoming more and less important over time?

Few Industries Change as Quickly as Travel
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Marriott Garners the Most Conversation Over Social

Marriott, Hilton, and Hyatt have the biggest share of voice among travelers, and consistently own total hotel conversation trends throughout 
the year. Marriott particularly drove significant buzz in November with their Starwood acquisition announcement, which prompted 
travelers to speculate over future hotel acquisitions in the market. Choice Hotels and Wyndham saw the lowest share of voice, with volume 
remaining fairly flat all year.

Marriott, Hilton, and Hyatt Drove Social Conversation in 2015
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There are Four Seasons of Weather, but Three Seasons of 
Travel Themes
Conversations about hotels experience seasonal themes. Travelers begin by exploring vacation plans, experiencing the destination, and 
reevaluating their rewards programs for the upcoming year. This cyclical pattern allows marketers to leverage these discussions for increased 
purchase success. Here are some representative examples of how travlers discuss hotels on social throughout the year.

January - April: Exploration Phase
The beginning of the year marks the vacation planning 
time for many travelers. Many seek out advice for 
itinerary suggestions and recommendations on where 
to stay. Travelers are frequently comparing hotel 
rewards programs, wondering what is the best way to 
cash in on points for the best vacation at a lower cost.

May - September: Experience Phase
Travelers are experiencing their destinations during 
the middle of the year and also leaving reviews of 
their hotel stays. They critique the hotel experience, 
including service, amenities, activities, and dining. They 
give ratings on whether they would book again or go 
somewhere else.

October - December: Evaluation Phase
The announcement of Marriott’s acquisition of 
Starwood contributed to the majority of conversation 
in Nov-Dec. Consumers questioned the status of their 
SPG points and made predictions of possible future 
acquisitions. Other conversation included travelers 
transferring points, reevaluating their current rewards 
programs, and looking to apply for new credit cards.

I am currently planning a trip: Peru + Bora Bora. I was hoping to get some 
advice. Overview of status: I currently have Platinum status (75+ nights) with 
SPG and working through the platinum challenge with Marriott, so will have 
that by May…Should I book the lowest class rooms and leverage status to get an 
upgrade? Could I do this with the free suite upgrades I have? –flyertalk 2/11

I am staying here [Hyatt Place] right now. Here’s my review. I am not a picky 
eater but the breakfast is just OK… I was quite disappointed though that even 
though I booked High Floor Queen, when I got there, I was put on the 3rd floor! 
…Room was a decent size, though I remember other Hyatt Places being bigger. 
The staff are all great. 24/7 food in their downstairs area which is nice. And the 
location is great!! –flyertalk 6/22

So I have about 30K marriott points, was looking to transfer points to airlines, 
I’m a little confused about the transfer, I’m hope I’m reading this correctly, if I 
transfer 35K marriott point to LH, I get 140K M&M points? –flyertalk 12/10

We had Diamond previously with Hilton and liked it quite a bit. Switched to 
Hyatt because we feel they have the best program right now, as well as the best 
lower priced hotels… –thehackersparadise 12/4
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Hotel Service is Main Driver of Overall Brand Sentiment
General positive buzz included reviews about the quality of service, hotel amenities, and travelers suggesting recommendations for those 
trying decide between hotel options. General negative buzz consisted of traveler complaints of poor customer service both in the hotels 
and over the phone. Travelers also mentioned unpleasant hotel experiences involving dirty rooms, lack of amenities, and difficulties redeeming 
reward points.
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The hospitality at this Days Inn hotel is atrocious. 
Customer service is clearly not a priority to management.   
–Twitter.com

I was a Marriott guy for 15 years, and I will never step 
foot in one again. […] The reason I left, they charged my 
card $3,000.00 for another guests bill and no one from 
the property would return my call.   –Flyertalk.com

Unfortunately my recent stay was terrible! Avoid this 
hotel. In addition to multiple issues with the staff, among 
other things, we didn’t have working internet. The Hyatt 
Mag Mile is located next to a hospital complex and there 
is quite a bit of noise.   –Flyertalk.com

We made a reservation at Hilton Doubletree hotel circle 
in San Diego […] Our room was never cleaned and had 
no maid service. I am so disappointed and going to 
turn in this reward program and look to another. Very 
disappointed.   –Facebook.com

I would not recommend the Quality Inn Hotel in Stillwater 
to anyone. The employees are extremely rude and 
disrespectful to people.   –Twitter.com

The hotel (Wyndham Reef) was very nice. I was put on first 
floor and loved how close the ocean was. […] The staff 
was excellent - they were very helpful, accommodating 
and engaging…   –Tripadvisor.com

We stayed at the Marriott on STT with points. We loved 
the hotel and the convenience to Charlotte Amalie to 
shop. The pool at the main section of Marriott is very nice 
and overlooks the ocean...   –Tripadvisor.com

This place is very clean, the people that work here are 
fantastic and know how to treat people. I will recommend 
this hotel to my friends and family. I’m in Columbus GA 
Hyatt.   –Facebook.com

#GiveAShoutOut to the staff @doubletree New Orleans! 
Friendly! Professional! Courteous! Great customer service 
- front desk to room service!   –Twitter.com

Oh, we stayed at the Comfort Inn. It had a partially 
separated room, a fridge and free breakfast with lots of 
options every morning. Staff was very nice and helpful.…  
– Yuku.com
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Men Are Rewards-Focused Deal-Seekers; Women Are 
Family-Oriented Vacation Planners
When initially looking at the breakdown of male vs. female conversation, there are several similarities between top-mentioned words. However, 
digging deeper into the word cloud, male discussion focuses more on recommendations for new card sign ups and maximizing reward points 
and member benefits for lower overall hotel costs. Female discussion focuses more on vacation itinerary planning and seeking out 
recommendations for family-friendly hotels, activities, and dining options.

Male
January – December 2015

Female
January – December 2015

The issue here is that Marriott’s Gold 
Elite and Platinum Elite members are 
supposed to get Premium Tiered Internet 
Access at no additional charge at almost 
all Marriott properties… –flyertalk

Why would you choose this 
card over a Chase Sapphire? 
This card still gets 2X on flight/
cars as long as you can use 
Hyatt points… –flyertalk

Aruba is a great place for little ones. The 
water is calm and there are many places 
to eat which are child friendly…If you 
want a hotel and have the funds, the Ritz 
Carlton is beautiful, and they have a kids 
program called Ritz Kids… –tripadvisor

My husband & I are from 
Florida traveling with two 
teenage daughters…Any 
recommendations where to 
stay 1 night in Blowing Rock? 
Dinner suggestions? –fodors
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Men Are Chattier Than Women About Their Travel Plans 
Over Social
Males Dominate Branded Hotel Conversation Because of Rewards Topics; 
Wyndham Travelers Skew Younger Due to the Brands Cheaper Hotel Options
Because rewards programs and points discussion is not only one of the major topics of hotel conversation but also more male-centric topics, it’s 
unsurprising that the male demographic contributes a bigger percentage of conversation. Interestingly, of all the hotel brands, Wyndham 
saw the biggest age difference with younger audiences, largely due to the value of staying at Days Inn and Super 8 hotels. When young 
travelers asked for inexpensive hotel recommendations, Super 8 and Days Inn were mentioned most frequently. Wyndham’s commercials 
featuring Game of Thrones actor, Kristofer Hivju, also contributed to younger audiences comically commenting about the brand and the ad.
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The Marriott-Starwood Acquisition Dominated Q3  
2015 Discussion
Marriott members were excited about the Starwood acquisition because it meant more travel options. However, Starwood members were 
frustrated and concerned over their SPG points, wondering if Marriott would honor a fair conversion rate or discredit the points all together. 
Some even considered switching rewards programs. Many suggested that a Hilton-Hyatt acquisition will be next in order to stay competitive. 

Topic Wheel
October – December 2015

Topic Wheel
October – December 2015

Now that Starwood and Marriott are apparently going 
to be together, how do you think Hilton will respond? I’ve 
heard rumors around the idea that Hilton wants to add 
more budget properties to HHonors. I think it would also be 
interesting to see what a Hilton + Hyatt relationship would 
look like…Will Hilton merge with another chain? –flyertalk

If you are simply comparing program to 
program and excluding the credit cards, it 
seems that Marriott’s program has a better 
redemption rate. This may be true, but 
acquiring points through credit cards is way 
easier than acquiring points by actual hotel 
stays. –flyertalk



Brand Comparisons
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How Travelers Think About Top Hotel Brands

In this section, we look at how travelers think about the 
differences	between	hotels,	and	how	hospitality	brands	can	
use this information to inform their strategy, including:

• Where travelers discuss hotel experiences
• Which brands have the most popular reward programs
• What amenities are most connected with positive 

experiences

It’s called the hospitality industry for a reason — the best hotel brands succeed by giving their guests what they want. Of course, this hinges on 
their ability to know what their guests want. How do consumers decide where and when to travel? Which social channels are most popular for 
them to discuss hotel options? In an industry as competitive as hospitality, understanding how the major brands compare and how travelers 
choose among them is essential.
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Flyertalk & Twitter Most Popular Venues for Hotel Conversation

Forums are the key social media platforms for hotel conversation with Flyertalk as the top website for comments. Flyertalk travelers seek out 
everything from hotel recommendations, in-depth reviews, rewards program/points advice to more general discussion about hotel amenities 
or help with itinerary planning. Travelers on Twitter are more likely to post one-liner status updates about hotel accommodations or use 
the hotel branded Twitter handle to communicate with Customer Service. 

Flyertalk is the Top Forum for Hotel Discussion; Twitter is the Platform for Quick 
Hotel Review Updates or Customer Service Interactions

Choice Hotels Hilton Hyatt Marriott Wyndham
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Hotel Conversation: Source Breakdown
January – December 2015

Brand Top Site  
(% of total posts from site)

Choice Hotels Twitter (28%)

Hilton Flyertalk.com (35%)

Hyatt Flyertalk.com (61%)

Marriott Flyertalk.com (33%)

Wyndham Twitter (20%)

My husband and I are 
visiting …We’ve considered 
staying at Turtle Bay 
Resort, Outriggers, or Hilton 
Hawaii Village. I would like 
to keep hotel room under 
$350. Any advise is greatly 
appreciated! –flyertalk

 I currently have 78,000 Marriott 
points. I don’t think there is a 
good usage of these points for 
Companion Pass, unless I had 
200,000 that I could use for the 
Hotel & Air package that would 
net me 50,000 RR points. Perhaps 
I am wrong? –flyertalk
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Hotel Reviews Are the #1 Topic Discussed by Travelers, 
Followed by Rewards, Points, and Credit Cards
When looking at the major topics on FlyerTalk for Hilton, Hyatt, and Marriott, the discussion is mostly focused around hotel reviews and 
reward programs and points. Breaking out the major topics further, travelers provide hotel reviews for the Hilton brand the most and are 
frequently evaluating reward programs, providing recommendations for the best rewards or credit cards to sign up for. Although not as 
prominent as hotel reviews and rewards, amenities, particularly breakfast and Wi-Fi, are the more commonly mentioned topics on FlyerTalk. 

FlyerTalk Topics for Hilton, Hyatt, and Marriott
January – December 2015
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Hilton Reviews 18%
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Marriott Reviews 15% 
Hotel Comparisons 7% 
Hotel Rates/Pricing 4% 

Unless you’re going for status with Hyatt from the stay credits 
at spending thresholds it doesn’t seem worth it to me to get the 
Hyatt card since UR transfer to Hyatt 1:1. –flyertalk

I have to spend $10K a year on it to keep Marriott Gold which 
redirects ~$200 away from my Membership Rewards program. 
With the $300 credit the annual fee comes down to $95… It’s 
not the most economical card to have. My alternative is I could 
switch the Chase Sapphire Preferred but my gut says even with 
the Restaurant bonus it still makes sense to bucket my points 
with Amex/Delta/Hilton/SPG. Thoughts here? –flyertalk

To be honest, the Hilton gym is one of the 
best I’ve ever been to: full range of high 
quality cardio equipment, full range of 
weights. Pretty well taken care of too. Pool 
is lovely too at the Hilton. –flyertalk

We want to stay at either the Hyatt Olive 
8 or the Grand Hyatt, and use a Diamond 
Suite Upgrade…I’m just not really sure what 
to go for. Things I’m curious about:
-Better room overall, Work space…Is Wi-Fi 
noticeably better at either hotel? Are the 
rooms at one hotel any quieter than the 
other?... –flyertalk
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Comparisons Between Hyatt and Marriott Were Highest for 
Consumers Seeking Hotel Recommendations
When diving deeper into the Flyertalk topic of “Hotel Comparisons”, consumers were most likely to mention Hyatt or Marriott when 
comparing hotel brands. Some suggested staying at Marriott hotels due to Hyatt’s has smaller footprint, and recommend making sure the 
Hyatt program would work based on locations you’d want to travel prior to committing. Overall, consumers were most likely to compare luxury 
hotels Ritz Carlton vs. Park Hyatt. Overall, Hilton conversation consisted mostly of amenities/perks discussion with Marriott and Hyatt, like 
offering free breakfast, design of the room, quality of bedding, and style of hotel overall.

“Hotel Comparisons” Topic on Flyertalk / % of posts mentioning competitor brand
January – December 2015
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For 10 nights, I’d agree 
that SPG (St Regis/Luxury 
Collection) and Hyatt (Park 
Hyatt) and Ritz Carlton 
(Marriott/Ritz Carlton) will 
be your best bets  SPG has 
more options with more 
StR and Luxury Collection 
properties worldwide 
than Hyatt has Park Hyatt 
properties… –flyertalk

 I like Hyatt, but it’s a small 
footprint and might be of 
limited use if there aren’t 
Hyatts where you travel.… 
–flyertalk

I’ve also run into way too 
many hotels that don’t 
think dressers ought to 
be provided. I was really 
surprised that one of 
them was a Hilton Grand 
Vacations Club; they expect 
people to stay there for a 
week without a dresser? 
–flyertalk
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For Wyndham Travelers, Twitter is the Platform for 
Economy Hotel Reviews While Forums are the Platform for 
Resort Vacation Planning
Travelers on Twitter questioned the cleanliness and safety of the hotels, especially the Super 8 and Days Inn brands. However, Howard 
Johnson hotels received more positive mentions, with customers seeming pleasantly surprised by the quality conditions given its affordability. 
Conversation on the top forum source, Tugbbs.com, is much different. Travelers changed from reviews of lower-tier brands to hotel comparisons 
for resort vacations and using rewards. Many expressed frustration with Wyndham’s transfer/exchange fee when trying to trade timeshares 
for vacation options.

Twitter
January – December 2015

Tugbsb.com
January – December 2015

To us, Wyndham ‘ s resorts do not match up to Hilton, 
but their variety of locations make up for it.   –flyertalk
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For Choice Travelers, Road Trippers Tweet About Their 
Hotel Experiences; Forum Travelers Seek the Best Deals
Travelers, overall, had mixed reviews of Choice Hotels on Twitter. Many tweeted about the lack of cleanliness in rooms, particularly for bedding. 
Road trippers mentioned staying at Choice Hotels most frequently, attracting these type of guests due to the value and free breakfast. Those 
taking road trips were more likely vacationing for long weekend getaways or cross country trips. Many mentioned the price of Marriott and 
Hilton brands as being too high for those looking for short, overnight stays. Even though price and length of stay greatly influences the type 
of hotel that guests prefer to stay at, quality remains a sticking point in the traveler’s final decision, even for value brands. As expected, 
discussion of points and rewards programs continues to be one of the overarching topics on forums.

Twitter
January – December 2015

Flyertalk.com
January – December 2015

good luck in finding Hampton that is still $99. My most 
recent overnight stay at DFW, Hampton was $135…there 
is no reason I am paying anything over $100 for a stay 
that short. So I look for Choice…I could even gone for the 
nearby Quality for just $49, but when I read the reviews 
on tripadvisor about that Quality, seems like there are 
quite a bit of complains, so I pay $27 more to stay at 
Sleep Inn, still almost less than half of what Hampton 
cost. Choice got my business. –flyertalk

Comfort Inn may be a decent compliment to the Hilton brand. Just basic 
properties that are clean and a bit bare bones… For instance in my case if a 
Hampton was $99 but this new brand was $79 I’d probably go with the new 
brand even knowing it was not “as nice” as the Hampton perhaps. –flyertalk
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One of the more interesting nuances of conversation uncovered showed that the economy locations were difficult to correlate to the overall 
brand identity. Social users occasionally mixed up the names of the hotels with the “mother” brand.

Customers Lose Brand Identity When Staying at an  
Economy Location
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Rewards Matter: Hyatt Owns Most Conversation for Rewards

Much of the rewards and points conversation related to the Marriott-Starwood acquisition announcement were traveler concerns over their 
SPG points. However, outside of that conversation, travelers frequently reevaluated their rewards/memberships and sought out advice 
over whether they should switch programs, sign up for new credit cards, or how they can cash in rewards for upgrades.

Reward Programs and Points Are Big Conversation Topics Among Travelers, with 
Hyatt Being the Top Mentioned Brand

Percent of Rewards 
Discussion Overall
January – December 2015

Percent of Rewards 
Discussion by Brand
January – December 2015
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I’m trying to book 5 nights 
at Hilton Curacao…Is there a 
way to get the 5th night free 
on Premium room rewards 
when standard room rewards 
aren’t available or don’t exist?   
–flyertalk

I know the Wyndham 
rewards program has just 
been revamped to a flat 15k 
redemption per night. I saw a 
link for a 45k sign up bonus 
for the annual fee version of 
their credit card…. Is this better 
than other hotel cards with 
reasonable annual fees like 
IHG? -flyertalk

 I travel alot and stay exclusively 
(almost) at Marriott branded 
hotels. Even if the Hyatt card 
was better it would not be 
better for me. – city-data
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Rewards Members Expect Quality Perks And Status 
Recognition; Free Nights and Breakfasts are Some of the 
Top-Mentioned Upgrade Options
Complaints about poor customer service/booking issues, brands not honoring points from credit card usage, and lack of benefits/perks for 
members, like quality breakfasts, inaccessibility to club lounges, and overall lack of upgrade/luxury options, made up the largest 
share of negative discussion. Positive buzz included travelers making hotel recommendations or sharing positive hotel reviews from using 
their points. Many excited honeymooners asked for recommendations on where to stay and how to take advantage of reward/points offers in 
exchange for free nights. This could be an opportunity to attract new brand loyalty members through honeymooners.
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Hotel Rewards Conversation: Sentiment Analysis
January – December 2015

It’s so sad that I have been a loyal Patron at the Wyndham for 
years and @WyndhamRewards refuses to credit me my 1,000 
points –Twitter

I am Marriott Gold… and I’ve always been disappointed by the 
Marriott properties--not to mention the lack of status being 
appreciated with barely an upgrade here and there... For those 
like me who are underwhelmed with Marriott due to its lack of 
upscale/luxury inventory, I highly recommend shifting to SPG 
and Hyatt –Flyertalk.com

This is the primary reason why I’m divorcing from Hyatt… Hyatt 
Place’s breakfast is ***so bad*** that I have to waste time and 
money going elsewhere for breakfast.  –Flyertalk.com

After 15 years as a member of Hilton Honors, I have quit… 
I discovered last week that they had reset by Points to zero 
ostensibly because I had gone longer than a year without staying 
in a Hilton family hotel. Turns out this was false… –Flyertalk.com

The rewards program? I wouldn’t particularly care [if it 
disappeared]. I think my few points were starting to expire at the 
end of last year and I got a magazine subscription... or was that 
Choice Privileges?… –Flyertalk.com

Family trip (3 families, 11 people) in three side-by-side 2 
bedrooms at our Wyndham home resort -- Great Smoky 
Mountains. We were all there a full week and really enjoyed 
the resort, Great Smoky Mountains National Park, and the 
surrounding area.  –disboards.com

Paid for 4 nights and use my Ritz Carlton card certificate for club 
upgrade and used 140k points for 2 more nights. Club staff and 
the food was excellent and they went out of their way to make 
you feel welcome.  –flyertalk.com

If you and your fiance each get a Chase Hyatt cc and do some 
initial spending on it ($1000 each?), it qualifies each of you to 
two free nights at any Hyatt. I believe the best Hyatt option for a 
tropical vacation would be in the Maldives  –flyertalk.com

Speaking of Hilton, there is a Citi Hilton Mastercard that gets you 
two free weekend nights after some initial spending plus Gold 
status (good for free breakfasts).  –flyertalk.com

I’ll just add to that by saying that to me Choice points are good 
for road trip type stays and Marriott points are good for staying 
in the same place. Choice has some great value redemptions, I 
think they often give a better value than Marriott… –flyertalk.com
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Complimentary Amenities, Especially Breakfast, are the 
Biggest Perks for Travelers
Breakfast, parking, and pools were the top mentioned features consumers discussed over social media. Breakfast saw the biggest share of 
voice when it comes to overall amenities at hotels – consumers typically asked about which hotels offered complimentary breakfast or often 
mentioned free breakfast as a top perk when staying at a hotel. Parking options were seen as a bigger benefit to consumers in more urban 
environments, especially if the hotel offered it for free. Pool conversation varied between seeking advice on best hotel pools for kids or looking 
for both indoor/outdoor options. Those looking to stay at resorts preferred pools with swim up bars. Staying with Marriott for their beach 
amenities, like free umbrellas, chairs, and tables, were recommended by consumers.

Top Mentioned Hotel Property Amenities
January – December 2015

I really like the beach area the staff 
were great! Helpful with umbrellas, 
chairs and tables no extra charge 
for umbrellas –tripadvisor

You will find it money well 
spent in future for the 
diamond benefits as you’ll 
get more points, upgrades 
(sometimes), breakfast, 
and wifi among other 
benefits depending on 
where you are. –flyertalk

I have stayed in both Hyatt and Hilton with 
kids. Hilton without a doubt. The pool is a 
lot more fun for kids. –tripadvisor

I’ve come to expect a charge for parking at 
the more “formal” hotels and downtown/
business hotels, but the Courtyard in 
El Segundo, and the TownePlace and 
SpringhillSuite in Manhattan Beach now 
charge $10. I fear that the “all the other 
hotels around here charge for parking” 
disease is spreading. Hilton Garden, Embassy 
Suites, geez, even the dumpy Travelodge near 
LAX charges for parking. –flyertalk
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Breakfast is the Most Important Hotel Amenity…  
but it Better Be Good!

Quality is a big priority for hotel breakfasts – even if the breakfast was complimentary, guests considered switching loyalty programs if the 
quality of the food did not meet expectations. Many suggested one of the main reasons to increase points/status is the upgrade to include 
breakfast (as well as Wi-Fi) while some were frustrated that brands were limiting loyalty program members to lounges vs. breakfasts in the 
restaurant. Others wondered if it was worth sacrificing points in order to have the free/better breakfast included as part of their stay. While 
free parking was considered a bonus perk for guests, if a hotel charged too much for parking, guests would consider switching locations for 
better parking rates. Guests were most excited about the pool options at hotels, and many left positive reviews. 

Travelers Will Take Advantage of Points to Improve Their Experiences

Sentiment Analysis
January – December 2015
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Debated a lot about downtown 
core for the views of being 
in the city but $40+ a night 
parking just isn’t something 
I’m looking forward too and 
I actually would rather avoid 
–flyertalk

Point of note, there is variations on the breakfast benefits with Hilton. You may or 
may not get a “full” breakfast, you may or may not have to choose between points or 
a free breakfast, etc. –flyertalk

I’m considering changing 
loyalty programs because of 
the disgusting breakfast:…
Hampton Inn breakfast is way 
better than HP. That is a sad 
sad commentary, especially 
when you consider that most 
other Hyatt brands have a great 
breakfast option. –flyertalk

At HGI, we have an option of 750 pts or “cooked-to-order” 
breakfast. That implies that the “cooked-to-order” breakfast 
is better than the normal free breakfast. But I am not 
seeing the difference... –flyertalk

I live in central Florida and 
I’ve heard the Hilton is very 
nice. The pool and lazy river is 
awesome! –flyertalk
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Travelers Expect Free Wi-Fi Access, Well-Designed Rooms, 
and Unobtrusive Maid Service
Wi-Fi access, furniture placement, and overall room design were the biggest drivers of conversation for in-room amenities. Although 
Wi-Fi may be commoditized, mentions of slow speeds, especially for loyalty members, bubbled up as one of the major topics. In general, access 
to free Wi-Fi was perceived as the expectation in hotels. Some guests were turned off by the housekeeping tip envelope while others expressed 
frustration with maid service cleaning times being too early in comparison to hotel check out times. Overall, the cleanliness and functionality 
of rooms prompted guests to discuss concerns of potential bed bug problems or question remodeling decisions.

Top Mentioned In Room Amenities
January – December 2015

I always do a bed bug check at resorts 
and have been impressed with the quality 
of Marriott mattresses. –flyertalk

It is really amazing that not only remodels but even 
brand new hotels sometimes have rooms with serious 
traffic pattern issues, closet doors that interfere with 
bathroom doors, toilet paper rolls that are nearly 
impossible to reach from the toilet etc. – flyertalk

An envelope marked “tips” is only one 
small step above having the employees’ 
kids beg for change at the entrance to 
the hotel restaurant. –flyertalk
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Travelers, Especially Reward Members, Want Faster 
Internet; Business Travelers Want Desks
Slow internet was the biggest problem for hotel guests. Premium members expressed frustration over having the same standard internet 
speed as regular guests, suggesting it’s not considered a member perk if it’s publicly available. The lack of desks in hotels, with Marriott 
being the most frequently mentioned hotel, created significant negative buzz. Travelers overall were concerned about this new trend in 
hotel room redesigns with missing furniture, including desks, dressers, and closet storage space. Many believed this new trend is attempting 
to target millennials but felt these major hotel brands are overlooking the needs of their some of their most loyal consumers, like the business 
traveler. Some guests were pleasantly surprised by oversized bathrooms and had luxurious showerheads, particularly for Hyatt. Lack of 
functionality within hotel bathrooms, like small size or placement of fixtures, prompted guests to criticize the design.

If the “room of the future” doesn’t include a 
desk, this LT PLT is gone. I’ve had a few stays 
at Hyatt properties that have also embraced 
this fad, and won’t be back to those 
properties, either. Big red flag that they don’t 
understand the needs of a good percentage 
of their business travelers… –flyertalk

I arrive today [at the SFO Airport 
Marriott] to discover that: -There 
is no desk in the room –No 
desk means only phone by the 
bed –No closets –No luggage 
stands […] What idiots! I’m in 
my fifties... I don’t work on my 
computer cross legged in the 
bed. –Flyertalk.com

I am a thin guy but the walk-in 
showers I have seen in mid-price hotels 
(e.g. HGI, CP) have been too narrow. It 
hurts when the elbows bump into the 
glasses. I just hope they don’t break. 
Then, some hotels put the shower head 
on the opposite end as the door. So, it 
is a little tricky to not get splashed by 
cold water... –flyertalk

You see ALL Hilton Garden Inn guests receive the standard Internet for 
free (think tortoise speed). If you show enough loyalty to reach Gold 
level, that’s still all you get - standard speed. But they advertise “Free 
Internet” in the Gold Level Benefits description as if it is some special 
perk reserved premium members. –flyertalk

Amenities 
Sentiment Analysis
January – December 2015

The bathroom was the 
best feature for me. Huge 
shower which doubled up 
as a steam room and huge 
soaking tub. 2 sinks and 
2 toilets (Hyatt Regency) 
–flyertalk



Hotel Style Breakdowns
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Hotel Style Breakdown

The	five	hotel	“styles”	we	used	to	organize	our	analysis:

• Luxury: High-end, ammenity-rich hotels or resorts

• Lifestyle:	“Boutique”	hotels	specific	to	local	culture	or	demographic

• Signature: Modern, clean design for business or casual leisure travel

• Extended Stay: Suite-style hotels, typically with a kitchen

• Economy: Low-cost hotels with few frills

Not all hotels are created equal. Some appeal to luxury-seeking vacationers while others attract budget-conscious travelers. And that’s just 
the tip of the iceberg. How else is the hospitality industry organized? What other styles of hotel are there, and how do their differences affect 
the type of guests they attract?

In this section, we outline the five hotel styles we identified in our analysis and examples of how they are discussed over social.

What Are the Different Classes of Hotels?
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[Signature] Reviews and Recommendations Drive 
Conversation	of	“Signature”	Hotels
When looking at overall share of voice for each hotel style, Signature hotels make up the majority of conversation on social sites, largely driven 
by hotel reviews and recommendations.

Share of Voice by Hotel Style
January – December 2015
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[Luxury]	Marriott	Dominates	Conversation	of	“Luxury”	Style
Hilton’s DoubleTree brand saw the biggest share of conversation thanks to their free cookies and celebration of National Chocolate Chip 
Cookie Day. Among Lifestyle hotels, Marriott’s Renaissance drove discussion. In the Luxury style, Ritz Carlton and Park Hyatt drew frequent 
comparisons, often drawing praise for the best value of cashing in points/rewards for free upgrades. In the Extended Stay category, consumers 
often asked for advice on where to stay with families to ensure they have enough space. Marriott’s Residence Inns and Hilton’s Homewood 
Suites were more frequently mentioned recommendations for accommodating larger families on a budget. In the Economy category, Super 8 
and Hampton Inn were the most discussed, with commenters discussing the quality of accommodations.

Hotel Style Share of Voice by Brand
January – December 2015
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I have stayed in a super 8 
it wasn’t bad at all. Its in 
the Wyndham franchise 
so technically it should be 
pretty good by Wyndham 
standards, but sadly a lot 
are not up to par. –flyertalkWe are here at Residence Inn…

The hotel is pleasant enough…
We shared a 2 bedroom suite 
which had 2 bathrooms which 
is great. Plenty of room for the 
six of us –flyertalk

Renaissance rooms are just a touch larger and the 
property is a little bit more modern…Renaissance 
gives you a coupon for (continental) breakfast at their 
restaurant on weekends…I don’t have this first hand but 
my colleagues tell me that the Ren’s is better. –flyertalk

Ive used Marriott points for 4 nights at the Ritz 
Carlton Moscow.. and was upgraded to a junior 
suite due to my Marriott Gold status…I plan to 
use Hyatt/Chase UR points for the Park Hyatt 
Vendome Paris next year. That’s a lot of free stays 
at some very nice hotels for no cost… -flyertalk
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[Economy] Parents Use Twitter for Q&A About Traveling 
With Kids, While Economy Hotel Discussion Skews Younger

Men dominate the hotel style conversation but women discussed extended stay more than other styles. This increase is caused by Twitter Q&A 
sessions about traveling with kids and family, using hashtags like #KidsNTrips and #HyattHouse. The female demographic is more likely to be 
the family vacation planners and participate in family-vacation branded sponsored conversation/events. Theses Q&As causes Extended Stay 
and Luxury hotels to skew older while Economy style hotels skew younger.

Demographics by Hotel Style
January – December 2015
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Hotel Recommendations and Reviews Generated Most of 
the	Hotel	Conversation,	Influencing	Traveler	Decisions
Complaints about poor customer service and overall bad hotel conditions, like dirty rooms and missing or broken amenities, made up the 
largest share of negative discussion. Numerous travelers asked for recommendations when deciding between different hotels to visit and 
how to best use their rewards points cash in on free nights. Positive buzz included travelers suggesting hotels to visit and sharing positive hotel 
reviews from using their points.
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Hotel Conversation: Sentiment Analysis
January – December 2015

.@RitzCarlton you’re not making it easy 
for me to get any help re: accessing my 
rewards account (or points, for that matter). 
–Twitter.com

Stayed [at the Andaz 5th Ave] and I would say 
this was the most disappointing one. […] the 
room had a few things to fix when I arrived, 
the toilet seat had to be tightened, one tv 
was not working, and the couch was stained. 
[...] I found the staff less than welcoming 
–Flyertalk.com

@Wyndham Just a heads up that the Ramada 
in Middletown Rhode Island is in horrible 
shape. The staff is uncaring and the hotel is 
gross. –Twitter.com

I’ll also say, without hesitation, that in terms  
of customer service, this is by far the worst 
Hyatt Place I’ve ever visited. –Flyertalk.com

@HiltonGrandVac Stayed at the ParcSoleil in 
FL! You guys never fail!!! Excellent service, great 
food and beautiful rooms!!! –Twitter.com

The Andaz [Savannah] is absolutely AMAZING!! 
Excellent Diamond Recognition, quick 
and wonderful check-in experience and a 
truly magnificent Suite with an AMAZING 
bathroom! –Flyertalk.com

I stayed at a great hotel. The Comfort Inn 
Gunston Crnr in Lorton, Virginia. Cost was 
fair. Room was great. Breakfast was amazing. 
–Twitter.com

My family and I just stayed at the Residence 
Inn up in Portland, Maine. Absolutely 
beautiful! Every single member of the staff 
was so friendly and professional. The hotel 
was spotless [...] and our room was amazing. 
–Facebook.com
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Park Hyatt and Ritz Carlton Drew Praise From Travelers 
With Overall Service and Quality of Rooms
Digging deeper in the positive sentiment breakdown for Luxury hotels travelers frequently mentioned the rooms, service, food, pool, and 
beach. The two hotels that generated the most positive conversation were the Park Hyatt and the Ritz Carlton brands. Travelers were eager to 
share their experiences in those hotels, citing great customer service, beautiful rooms, and useful amenities.

Luxury Positive Sentiment
January – December 2015

Just returned from a Trip to the Park 
Hyatt DC and I can say this was the 
property with the best service and food 
of all the Hyatt properties I have been 
to. […] Great furniture pieces, great 
bathroom and really felt like we were in 
an apartment... –Flyertalk

I recently stayed at [the Ritz-Carlton, Boston] and [...] overall, it’s a 
great place! [...] The room is spacious, overlooking the Paramount 
with plenty of lighting. [...] The Ritz-Carlton, Boston Common is 
definitely worth to stay and I would rank it among the Top 3 of the 
Boston luxury hotels. –Flyertalk

@MilMileSecrets I love Hyatt 
Gold Passport because I get 
wonderful treatment at amazing 
hotels like Park Hyatt Tokyo! 
#MMSWinHiltonPoints.. –Twitter

I will miss you Ritz-Carlton. Thanks for an amazing 
stay. The best hotel staff ever!! Onto our next 
awesome hotel in Tokyo! Ah the adventure –Twitter
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Travelers Expect Exceptional Service at Luxury Hotels
Digging deeper in the positive sentiment breakdown for Luxury hotels, travelers frequently mentioned the rooms, service, food, pool, and 
beach. The two hotels that generated the most positive conversation were the Park Hyatt and the Ritz Carlton brands. Travelers were eager to 
share their experiences in those hotels, citing great customer service, beautiful rooms, and useful amenities.

Luxury Negative Sentiment
January – December 2015

@RitzCarltonCMO Puerto Rico Ritz Carlton Customer 
service is bad. Thought luxury hotel has better 
service! Disappointed with reservation – Twitter.com

There is no way this hotel should be flagged a Park Hyatt. I’ve been 
to a lot of them and this was, hands-down, the worst experience. 
No other property even in the running. The common thread was an 
apparent lack of a service ethic. – Flyertalk.com

This [Hyatt] hotel is really below expectations 
in many ways. Service was lacking. No 
diamond recognition. Unfriendly staff and 
not knowledgeable. Very fake. Employees look 
like they don’t want to be there. Nothing good 
about wasting 25k points here – Flyertalk.com

Personally, I dont understand why Marriot doesnt combine both 
program [Marriott Rewards/Ritz-Carlton Rewards] so it’s less 
confusing to consumer. How can you even tell what program you 
have a primary relationship with?... There isnt any distinguishable 
differences. I’m not even sure if the promos are different anymore.
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Lifestyle and Extended Stay Hotel Discussion Heaviest on 
the West Coast

Travelers most frequently discuss the Lifestyle hotels from California and Hawaii, while Luxury discussion focuses on the east, in North 
Carolina and Florida. Nevada is the top state for discussion about Extended Stay hotels.

Note: Because Signature style hotels are so ubiquitous, no states popped as statistically significant. Economy style hotels showed similar results, 
except for the state of Montana, which showed about double the concentration of volume compared to all states. Thus, these style hotels were 
left off the map in order to show more compelling insights.

Luxury Style Hotel Mentions More Common on the East Coast
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Marriott	Hotels	Attract	The	“Business	Savvy”	Guest	While	
Hyatt	Hotels	Attract	“Techies”
When comparing Marriott and Hyatt Corporate brands, including all of their styles, consumer interests fluctuate.  Those discussing the Marriott 
brand are more likely to be associated with the “Business Savvy” types, with interests in news, education, and finance. Consumers mentioning 
the Hyatt brand are more likely to be interested in topics associated with “Techies”, including gaming, comics, and software. 

Interests are identified by the content a user tweets, handles they follow, and handles that follow them, among other factors. 
Affinity calculates the likelihood a topic is more interesting to a given audience vs. another.

Marriott Corporate v. Hyatt Corporate Affinities
January – December 2015
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Marriott	Luxury	Brand	Hotels	Attract	“Sporty”	Guests	While	
Hyatt	Luxury	Brand	Hotels	Attract	“Foodies”
When comparing specific hotel styles, like the Hyatt Luxury brand to Marriott Luxury brand, consumer interests show very clear differences. 
Those discussing the Hyatt Luxury brand are more likely to be interested in topics of “Foodies”, including food and drink, cooking, and 
dining. The Marriott Luxury crowd displayed a stronger affinity towards interests associated with a “Sporty” audience, such as running, Nike, 
and sports-affiliated networks. There are very distinct differences/interests between hotel brands and hotel styles. While Marriott and Hyatt 
consumers share interests in sports, diving deeper into the hotel styles shows how those shared interests might skew more heavily toward a 
specific style.

Marriott Luxury v. Hyatt Luxury Affinities
January – December 2015

Interests are identified by the content a user tweets, handles they follow, and handles that follow them, among other factors. 
Affinity calculates the likelihood a topic is more interesting to a given audience vs. another.
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Key Takeaways

1. Forums are the single largest source of consumer conversation discussing hotels. These areas 
dominate the travel discussions across social channels. 

2. Economy conversation is solely focused on the best possible hotel rate — and the bar has 
already been set low. Customers have low expectations for the experience they are going to 
have at the hotel. But forum conversation becomes more important for the high end of luxury 
brands, the tips and tricks to elevate the experience are driving up the positive experiences. 

3. The interaction with Rewards/Points is a necessary tool used by customers to improve the 
quality of their hotel stay, whether through amenities, customer services, or price. It’s at 
the forefront of all travel conversations, because of its interaction with the quality of their 
experience.

By understanding more about these conversation, hotel marketers can leverage these insights to 
better understand and support their customer needs.

One of the decisions made during the discovery phase was to focus on the types or styles of hotels that resonate 
with certain audiences. Luxury brands attract different customers than economy brands, and they speak 
differently over social channels. We defined these styles across the 5 brands into 5 categories, as follows:

What have we learned from this in-depth analysis about the hotel industry?
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